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Editor’s Notes
So another year has passed us by, a year which I hope
will have brought all Olavians, whatever their age,
more happiness and fulfilment than disappointment or
frustration.

The highlight of my year came through my oft-mentioned
cricket scoring. I was able to score twoWorld Cupmatches,
one at Trent Bridge, the second at Old Trafford, and it was
wonderful to have been part of the tournament which
saw England victorious after so many years of trying. In
addition my county, Derbyshire, managed to reach the t20
Finals Day for the first time. To score for my county at a
Final was an honour for which I had been longing for a full
twenty years, and the long wait made it seem even more
special.

Even though the day was a disappointment from the result
point-of-view, it was still good to have been associated with
the young men who had worked so hard and played so well
that they had earned themselves their own special day in
front of a full house at Edgbaston on a hot sun-filled day
in September.

Last year I asked my readers – I wonder how many Olavians
actually take the trouble to read what I write – to send
contributions, especially if they were able to write about
their experience of moving with the School from Tooley
Street to Orpington just fifty years ago. Sadly I received
nothing on that memorable (?) event. But happily I have
received contributions from several members, and I would
recommend them all. George Grant’s memories of his years
living near London Bridge Station during the wartime blitz
should be compulsory reading. It would be a real eye-opener
for the younger ones among us, and a reminder how lucky
the majority of us are to have been born after there was any
chance of our lives being affected by the bombing and the
fear that this must have brought to residents in London and
other major cities.

It was with very mixed feelings that I heard that Jane Wells
was moving on to the proverbial pastures new. I was, of
course, delighted that she was able to move to a new role,
one which will bring her new and welcome experiences, but,
from a selfish point of view, I am very sorry that she has left.
She could not have been more helpful and efficient in all
that she did on our behalf, both as my editorial guide and
as general respondent to all sorts of queries from members.
I am sure that we all wish her well. We are very pleased to
know that she is now an Old Olavian herself.

Chris Harris
Editor,Old Olavian
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OldOlavians Chairman’s Report2019
Last year, as I wrote my report, I was looking forward to the
launch of the new website.Well, it is up and running (www.
oldolavians.net) and I know many of you have enjoyed
exploring its delights, like the Photo Board, the News and
the Reunions/Events. There is so much more and I hope
you will continue to provide feedback to improve your and
others’ experience.

The Service of Remembrance and laying of wreaths, in the
year marking 100 years since the end of World War One
gave those present the opportunity to remember not just
Old Olavians, but all who gave their lives or lived on with
physical and mental injuries, in all conflicts. The wreaths
were laid at the School War Memorial by Old Olavian,
Graham Milne (1963) and School Captain, Shrishti
Rentala.This annual service is one of the school assemblies
when Old Olavians are very welcome to attend.

In the busy run-up to Christmas, I was lucky to be able
to take my seat at the School Christmas Concert, where
the musical talent of St Olave’s students is showcased.
Of course, there were carols to sing, and the particular
highlights for me were the Sixth Form Band’s wonderful
rendition of Bohemian Rhapsody, and the brilliant St
Olave’s Jazz Band.

At the Society’sAGMinMarchwe donated another £9,000
to the School. Those in attendance were also apprised of
the planned development of the new Fives courts at the
school (see the minutes). Howard Wiseman (1987) has
since passed on the fantastic news that work is due to
start on the Southway Fives project, which the Society has
already donated over £43,000 towards. I understand from
Howard that virtually all of the £250,000+ raised so far
has come from Old Olavians and the Society. These new
courts will allow the School and Old Olavians Fives to host
competitions and will provide a facility for Eton Fives for
the communities in South London,with the full support of
the Eton Fives Association.

The Commemoration Service in May at Southwark
Cathedral was well attended and I was introduced to the
School Prayer. I do not recall having a School Prayer in my
days at the School although I may have simply forgotten. I
took note of it and here it is:

Eternal God, help us through our duty to you to love our
neighbour, to care for others, to do our best for and in
school, to work for the common good of our community,
and to care for ourselves as we serve you Amen.

The Prayer and ‘What is an Olavian’ (just Google it) are

evidence to me that the School is back on the right track,
and it is great to see.

The Garden Party at the ‘Headmaster’s House’ this year,
at the end of the summer term, was blessed with good
weather again. Everyone there was in great spirits and
looking forward to a well-earned summer break.

The year was rounded off with not one but two Reunion
lunches. The first at midday in South Melbourne. I think
this was also the first Reunion lunch overseas.My thanks to
Tom Parkinson (1959), who offered to organise this event.
On the day three Old Olavians had lunch in a hotel and
swapped memories.At least seven had expressed an interest
and next year I fully expect there to be more attendees.

The Reunions were about three weeks later than usual
(meaning I am fortunate even to be able to include it in my
report as the editorial deadline is usually about the end of
September).

The Reunion at the School proved to be one of the best yet
during my term as Chairman, with 120 diners.

Our honorary President and Headteacher, Andy Rees,
brought us up to date with the School’s academic
achievements, the OFSTED inspection’s confirmation of
the School’s status as ‘Outstanding’ and the many extra-
curricular activities that you will have read about earlier in
this magazine. He then proposed the toast to the Society.

In response, our guest, Old Olavian Squadron Leader
Mike Ling MBE RAeS RAF (Ret’d), who left the school
in 1997, entertained us with some memories of school, and
film and pictures to accompany the relating of his career
highlights. Not least of which during his wonderful career
with the RAF he became the longest-serving Red Arrows
team member. Mike was supported by a large number of
his Peer Year, which had to be spread across two tables.

1997 were not the only year group not to fit on one table.

Peer Year 1989 had twelve members present. ‘Father of the
House’ was Sir Roger Sims who left the School in 1948,
seventy-two years before the Senior Prefects who joined us
that afternoon will leave!

If you haven’t been to a Reunion and are thinking of getting
a table together, do let me know as I may be able to put you
in contact with others from your year group.

And finally, please remember that all the school events are
usually publicised in the Headmaster’s newsletters, which
can be accessed via the ‘News’ on our own website. Please
let me know if you wish to attend any of them and I will
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arrange tickets.

I hope to see as many of you as possible at the AGM,
Commemoration, or our next Reunion.The dates for these
will be given in future Facebook posts and Newsletters.

Chris Harris (1970-77)
chairoldolavians@gmail.com

Reunion in Melbourne - L-R Tom Parkinson,
Gillen Kirkwood & Rory Manchee

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING OF THE OLD OLAVIANS
SOCIETY
20March 2019

Attending: Committee Members: Chris Harris (1977),
Chairman, Paul Ouseley (1977), Bill Prouse (1977), Rajiv
Purwar (1977), Graham Milne (1963)

Others: George Snelgrove (1964), Ian Giles (1966), Jane
Wells (Staff ), Howard Wiseman (1987)

Apologies: John Brown (1955), Chris Tarry (1971), Tim
Franklin (1980), Alvan Sherman (1948), Ian Richards
(1975), Tim Leonard (1965), Richard Norman (1962),
Ray Franklin (1965), George Grant (1951), Mike Roberts
(1965), Alasdair Clyne (1974),Teddy McAleer (2015)

• Current position of OOs Funds with School presented
by Jane Wells

• The School has £3371 left from donations from the
OO. This is in addition to funds provided by the
benevolent fund in the last four years and the school
has substantial funds available for hardship support
(see also below under Benevolent Fund finance report).
Jane left the meeting.

• Update on Southway Fives Project from Howard
Wiseman. Howard reported that about £270k
has been raised and the school has more than this
available in total (about £330k).The costs of the work
in tenders received were unfortunately much higher,
but Howard has found a local builder who could build
the fives courts within the budget available.The work
could begin at Easter and take four months. This
however needs further approval from a new Board
of Governors. A discussion took place about the
VAT and procurement position, checks by structural
engineers which Howard advised were included in the
costs and insurance cover for any faulty workmanship.
Howard would be having further discussions with the
new Governors. Howard left the meeting.

Minutes of LastMeeting:These were agreed.

Matters Arising: The new website is up and running.
Potentiality are the hosts, and it is relatively simple to
administer,however the Chairman has yet to find a volunteer
to help and would welcome any feedback that will improve
its attraction to younger members.

Chairman’s Report:

Membership: 2711 names on database.We removed those
where we had neither email nor postal address. However,
we will keep the complete record of names outside of the
website for checking future requests to join only. 2369 with
an email address.Whilst this is another small reduction on
the number given last year,more email addresses have been
removed as they were no longer valid and were bouncing
back undelivered. 350 (365) paid £20 or more entitling
them to the magazine, and a further 237 (253) paid
something, giving a total of 587 (628) – £10,537 (£10,960)

The above includes 13 (14) paying sponsorship members,
paying £1,415, a fall in subscriptions of £423.

Recent leavers have not been asked to sign up to a
subscription. We have in the last 3 weeks sent out emails
(97) to 2014 leavers that were not already Subscription
members. 15 from that year were already. One reply has
been received so far. It was suggested the School could do
more to encourage recent leavers to sign up and it would
have a financial benefit to the school.

Also consider more events attractive to, or particularly for,
young OOs, possibly (recent) year reunions.The Chairman
will talk to the Headmaster about this.

Society Admin: This continues to be managed entirely by
the school’s OO Administrator ( Jane Wells). Our sincerest
thanks go to Jane. Audit is managed by the committee pro
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tem, with thanks to Paul (Frank) Askham our honorary
auditor.

Magazine: Thanks again to John Brown, our editor, who
continues to give order to our memories of school life,
staff, events etc. Contributions can be emailed to him or
emailed/posted to JaneWells.The number of contributions
last year was again mainly the result of direct requests to
attendees following events and John’s notes and, of course,
the Cricket Tour report.

Facebook: Managed by the Chairman who would also
welcome any feedback, so that we can make this more
useful, and attractive to our members. Followers 783.

Website: The Committee think it looks good; however
we have no feedback so this is welcomed. People are
registering, and we believe it is simple. It would be useful to
flag to young OOs.

LinkedIn Group:This now has 402 members and remains
a LinkedIn private group which is impossible to see unless
you are a member.The Chairman will try to arrange a link
on the website which is only visible to members who log in,
so that we can invite people to join.

Finance Report:

Society Accounts
2017 2018

Income £16,259 £16,791
Expenditure £18,128 £18,366
Excess of Income/(Expenditure) £(1,869) £(1,575)
Balance Sheet £35,663 £34,088

Total Subscriptions are down £423 and investment income
is up £84.Actual values of the investments continue to rise,
up almost another £2,000 on last year.

The lunch was subsidised from subs to the tune of about
£1,000. As the objectives of the Society are the bringing
together of Old Olavians for the furtherance of personal
friendships this seems justified.That amount is roughly the
cost of the six senior prefects, the headmaster, guest speaker
and two members of staff, who we do not charge, and the
subsidy to younger OOs.

Although not shown in the accounts, we still have at 12
pairs of cufflinks and 48 OO ties in stock.

The Chairman recommended making £9,000 available
to the school including the sponsorship money, in
accordance with the current policy to maintain a minimum
Accumulated Fund of £25,000.This was agreed.

The Chairman proposed transferring the funds, and any
requests for money to be made available are dealt with by
the committee.This was also agreed.

The Committee discussed better use of cash funds and the
Chairman will look into this.

2017 2018
Income £1,986 £1,942
Expenditure £0 £0
Excess of Income/(Expenditure) £1,986 £1,942
Balance Sheet £54,393 £56,335

The trustees have donated £10,000 over the last four years
(nil last two years) for the headmaster to be used in cases
of hardship.to be used in cases of hardship. The previous
Headmaster had previously confirmed that the funds have
made it possible for students to take part in activities and
trips that would otherwise be out of their grasp financially.
However, Jane Wells advised last year that significant
amounts are still unused. Jane has now broken this down,
and when added to funds remaining from the now defunct
Marshalls Fund, the school still has over £55,000 at its
disposal. Accordingly, the Chairman proposed to the other
trustees that no further funds are made available at this
time.

Obviously, we will consider any direct applications. This
was agreed.

We have had a direct request this year and paid £250 to an
Old Olavian who is in hospital most of the time.Thank you
to Graham for dealing with the assessment and visiting the
OO.The accounts were approved.

Functions Report:

Dinner at the RAF was enjoyed by all. Chris Sims (1977)
was an entertaining speaker. See the Olavian for the
memories of that evening. We will be lunching at the
School on Saturday 5th October, and the guest speaker will
be Red 10 - Squadron Leader Mike Ling MBE (1990-
97) – ex-member of Red Arrows, who was unable to fulfil
the engagement last year following his recall to the Red
Arrows.

There was no Forties Reunion this year.

There is an annual Savoy Choir reunion on the second
Sunday in July. This has been added to Facebook and the
website. Maybe an attendee will share their experience via
the Olavian next year.

Affiliated Club Reports:

Cricket – Ian Giles.There is a full report in the Olavian but
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a successful summer tour to Devon as usual and six recent
school leavers played with the team in daily games.

Rugby – still dormant

Fives – Howard Wiseman has already updated us on the
four new courts at the school (known as the “Southway
Fives Project”).The Fives club have had a very good season,
and they recently won the Barber Cup for the sixteenth
year in a row.

Lodge and Chapter No. 5758 – Graham Milne.The lodge
is growing and promoting itself but joiners are mainly from
outside the school. The Chapter could benefit from new
members and particularly from the school.The Chairman
agreed to put a link on the website.

Election of Officers: No-one wished to stand down and
the entire committee was re-elected unanimously.

Other Business: £500 for the Cricket Club was agreed.

In contacting younger members, the Chairman was in
contact with Teddy McAleer, ex-head boy and now a
governor of the school. When discussing making the
shopfront (website, Facebook and LinkedIn) more
attractive, he suggested we needed to decide what we are
selling. As a site for contact, we are outdone by Facebook,
Instagram etc. So what are we actually offering youngsters?

Commemoration service this year isThursday 2nd May.

Remembrance service is on Weds 6th November, 8.15 at
the School.

One Hundred Not Out
At the Reunion lunch in October our chairman announced
to a warm round of applause that Bill Hawkes, who left
the school in 1937, would be 100 on 19th November. By
the time this edition of our magazine comes out he will
already have passed that milestone. His headmaster was
Henry Abel,Dr Carrington’s predecessor.He went straight
into the employment of Southern Railway and was always
in the Property Department which for years was called the
Estate &amp; Rating Dept. He worked in various office
locations including Victoria, Waterloo and Kings Cross.
John King (1963) persuaded Bill to come to a couple of
Old Olavians’ dinners in the 1970s/80s, but he has not
been since.

Reunion Lunch Memories
Our chairman, Chris Harris, persuaded several Olavians,
young and old, who had attended the reunion lunch to
write their impressions of this special annual occasion.

Paul DIMOND, CMG (1955-62) wrote: After
thirty years in foreign service overseas, returning to the
opportunity of attending an Old Olavian event has
felt like a homecoming, as at the excellent reunion with
contemporaries in Orpington on 5th October. While the
bricks and mortar at Orpington differ from Tooley Street,
parts of the old school’s fabric and,most importantly,much
of its long tradition of excellence and style remain and

indeed have been well developed for the benefit of the new
generation. Andy Rees gave a justifiably upbeat review of
the academic results and sporting successes and our guest
Mike Ling gave us a rare glimpse of one of the challenging
professions mastered by an Old Olavian.

A particular privilege was to meet an outstanding group of
current senior students, whose diversity, talent, optimism,
focus and hospitality were strongly in evidence during the
school tours and at the lunch. Who could not walk away
from the event without quiet pride in the continuing spirit
of Olaf ’s Song?

This time we had to say for us a sad bon voyage to Jane
Wells at her farewell event with us, after so much care and
attention she has given the Old Olavians over the years.
We wish her well in her new activity and are confident that
we can keep in touch with her.

John R HASSALL (1954-60) wrote: It was great to see
old school friends and to hear Mike Ling telling of his life
with and after the Red Arrows.He was so passionate about
flying and is very lucky to have done what he obviously
loves doing as a career. My father used to say he had never
been so busy in retirement which is probably the same for
most Olavians, but it is in retirement for many of us that
we can do what we enjoy doing. I envy Mike to have had a
profession he loves while many of us don’t.

IanNAYLOR(1982-89)wrote:Thanks for a greatOlavian
event last Saturday.Much had changed and much was still
the same thirty years on since I last entered our School.
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The Great Hall and the Quad were just as I remembered
them as were many of the classrooms in the main block.
Much had been done to improve the school – a new Sixth
form block and a sports hall to replace the swimming pool
– unfortunately too late for us.

Obviously the School has been through some difficult
challenges in recent years, but it was great to hear from the
relatively new head as to the massive progress that has been
achieved in the last two years.The speaker was inspirational
– shame we didn’t have a Flying squadron-leader from our
year!

I’m glad I came back – it was great to meet with
contemporaries after so long and I will attend again soon.

Stephen R SPENCER (1976-80) wrote: This much-
anticipated event was on this occasion in its alternate
location, at the school, where those attending were spoilt
for choice for pre-prandial entertainment: having the
options to watch England’s Rugby World Cup match
versus Argentina (potentially at the Buff Orpington public
house - other public houses were available); to cheer on
various school rugby teams in action live; or to support
England from the comfort of one’s hotel room, followed by
a swift sharpener in the company of Orpington’s Brexiteer
community in the “Harvest Moon” on the High Street.

Naturally choosing the last option, Simon West and I -
stalwarts at, and cheerleaders for, the reunion, and the very
concept of the reunion - were able to inspect the current
condition of the former (and, the Almighty willing,) future
Third Orpington Scout hut, on our way to the Great Hall.
We were pleased to hear the Headmaster, Mr Rees, later
confirm in his speech that efforts are ongoing to restore
“Thirdsden” to its former glory.

The speeches were certainly a highlight of this year’s
reunion.TheHeadmaster’s was notable for being frequently
interrupted by warm applause as he announced not just the
usual roll-call of academic achievement,but also paid tribute
to (among others) the fives players, the community service
givers, and the magnificent and probably irreplaceable Jane
Wells, who has so ably and for so long acted as the face of
the school to OOs, and vice versa.The applause confirmed
that the school has moved on from the recent, well-

documented, blip in its otherwise distinguished history as
a school of the heart as well as the head.

The Guest of Honour, Squadron Leader Mike Ling MBE
FRAeS RAF (Ret’d),who left the school in 1997 to join the
Royal Air Force to become a fighter pilot, flying instructor
and the longest-serving Red Arrows pilot to date, delivered
a colourful presentation of the many angles from which
one can view Planet Earth, in an inspiring review of his
distinguished career.

The usual singing of “Olaf to Right the Wrong” was this
year transformed by the organ accompaniment of Dr Noël
Tredinnick FRSCM,whose economy with the school song
contrasted with his exuberant renditions of “Gather Us In”
and “Jerusalem.”

Looking back on this year’s event, which Simon and I have
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attended with almost no exceptions for over thirty years,
so many other memories spring to mind: the estimable
personages of “our” Headmaster, Des Coulson, and his
successor Tony Jarvis; discussing what makes St Olave’s
unique,with the great history teacher,AlanEvans; exploring
the perils of adapting Jane Austen, with the unforgettable
James Loader; the quiet, continued presence of one of the
funniest and most ribald former Guests of Honour I have
heard, Sir Roger Sims; as well meeting, for the first time
since leaving the school, John “Macbeth” Pead (with me,
one of only three Olavian oboe players of our generation),
and Ian Meek, whose enviable, off-grid lifestyle appears
to mean that the only way you will ever meet him is by
attending a future reunion!

All in all this year’s event was a shining example of just
how enjoyable it can be to spend a few hours wallowing in
nostalgia, eating excellent food, drinking a few toasts, and
reflecting on how young or old you look compared to your
peer group, but it doesn’t matter because we are all Olavians
under the skin, and that is on the whole a very good thing.
See you next year!

Lily KEMP, current Vice-Captain of School, wrote:
The Old Olavian lunch gave me a fascinating insight
into the rich history of our school. Sitting on a table with
Old Olavians who had left between 1948 and 1992 was
truly awe-inspiring. St Olave’s clearly has such an impact
on people’s lives and people’s mindsets. The dinner made
me realise how proud I am to be a part of the Olavian
community. The highlight for me was sitting next to Sir
Roger Sims, MP for Chislehurst from the 1970s to the
1990s. His contribution to greater society, as well as his
engaging anecdotes, opened my eyes to how St Olave’s has
helped shape greater British society, as well as the lives of
individuals.

The Old Olavian Society Chair and organisers presented a
truly fantastic afternoon.

Joel KOVOOR, current Vice-Captain of School, wrote:
Personally, I found the Old Olavian lunch experience truly
enjoyable. From giving tours of the school to alumni, to
listening to Mr Mike Ling’s insightful speech, as well as
sharing entertaining conversations with Old Olavians
at the table, I truly understood how strong and rich the
Olavian culture is. One example was when the guest
speaker showed us a picture of the wing of a Spitfire, which
he was flying, over the school.The speaker remarked that it
was one the proudest moments of his life, and I realised at
that point how deeply he cherished his time at St Olave’s.
Over lunch I shared fascinating conversations with the
fellow members of my table covering themes such as music
and sport. It was also entertaining and insightful to hear
some of their experiences as Olavians, such as various trips

they had been on.

How would Dr Carrington have fared in
the modern world of education??
Knowing of my long involvement with education, one or
two OOs have asked me how Dr Carrington would have
fared in today’s world of league tables, academies and fierce
competition between schools.

It is a good question.This short piece attempts to answer it.

Before doing so, it may be as well to briefly describe my
experience. On coming down from university I worked
for six-and-a-half years for the (long since abolished)
Inner London Education Authority, then the largest local
education authority in the country and successor to the
London County Council’s Education Department. I had
many opportunities to see state education at closehand,
but perhaps the most relevant here was the time I spent
in 1975-76 as Secretary of the William Tyndale Schools
Inquiry.

The Inquiry was set up by ILEA to resolve a bitter dispute
between teachers, governors and parents over the running
of the junior school in Islington (the adjacent infants
school was also included). The inquiry’s report by Robin
Auld QC (now Lord Justice Auld) was very critical of
the lack of clear lines of accountability displayed in the
evidence to the inquiry.The report was a major influence on
PrimeMinister Callaghan’s 1976 speech at Ruskin College
which led indirectly to the mid-80s educational reforms
of theThatcher Government – a National Curriculum and
national tests and standards, leading inexorably to league
tables – that we have had ever since.

Finally, to bring the story up to date, the last few years
of my time as a DTI civil servant were spent promoting
business-higher education links before, between 1990 and
2013, having various jobs in higher education, including
nearly ten years as Principal/Vice Chancellor of what
is now Solent University. During this period I became
reacquainted with the compulsory sector through being
Chair of the Southampton Education Trust, Chair of
Barton Peveril Sixth Form College, Eastleigh and a regular
contributor to the Times Educational Supplement.

Now to come to the question.

It is notoriously difficult to make proper comparisons
between different eras: there are just too many variables and
too much else will have changed. This came home to me
when I visited the School some years ago at the invitation
of the then Head. I spent the lunch period with some of the
sixth form in a room containing a number of Alan Sorrell’s
watercolours of the old building. One showed a number
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of pupils lined up outside the Head’s study. Asked what
they were doing there, I replied without thinking that they
were probably waiting to be caned! I realised that it was
like explaining Dotheboys Hall.The educational world has
indeed changed, whether for better or worse is hard to say.

So if he were to return now, and with these caveats, what
would Dr Carrington find that was different?

First, there is much greater external control (external
to the school, that is) over what is taught in schools.
Unfortunately, this has led to a much narrower curriculum
than we enjoyed at STOGS. No after-Assembly concerts
by the London Singers, no tying up the school for a term
while everyone is involved in someway with the school play,
no elocution lessons with Miss Gilbert Robinson.This has
of course led – together with spending cuts that have been
particularly harsh on sixth forms – to the downgrading of
‘non-core’ subjects like not only music, drama and art but
even history and geography.

There has also been a decline in state school sport, so that
our national sports teams are increasingly drawn from the
private schools (as are our Oscar winners). Fortunately,
STOGS appears to have escaped the worst of this.

Second, as a consequence of these curriculum changes
and the associated adoption of national standards, there is
much greater pressure on the teaching force.This has taken
a number of forms, well ventilated in the educational press.
One aspect of this is that much greater effort now goes into
teacher preparation and training so that teachers in state
schools now require a qualification in teaching.

In principle, this is desirable – it is even being attempted
in higher education – but it would have ruled out some
of the most inspiring and effective teachers in our time
at STOGS, individuals we all remember and cherish well
into our seventies in my case.There has been an associated
decline in extramural activities: no Saturday mornings on
Hampstead Heath tracing the origins of one of London’s
‘lost’ rivers or visiting the Horniman Museum. Third,
there is now much greater accountability. Increasingly
schools and teachers are judged on their performance as
measured in the league tables. Again this is in principle
not undesirable. But there are a number of problems.
Education is not only about identifiable attainments: as
a wise American colleague said, education is a process
masquerading as an outcome. The measures used in the
league tables are fundamentally flawed in various ways, not
least in making little or no allowance for the quality of the
‘inputs’: schools with disproportionate numbers of pupils
from disadvantaged backgrounds almost invariably fare
worse than others. Nonetheless there is too much ‘teaching
to the test’. (As the School well knows) the measures are

subject to all sorts of gaming and manipulation, many of
them hard to detect and certainly hard for non-experts like
parents and governors to appreciate. Last but not least,
heads and other senior staff are having to spend time on
activities like marketing and fund-raising for which they
are not qualified and which divert them from their central
educational role (this is again seen in higher education).

Overall, there can be little doubt that these reforms
have been beneficial. There was too little accountability
or attention to performance in the ‘old’ state education
system. But – like many other of the reforms begun by the
Thatcher Government and carried on by their successors
– they have simply been taken too far, to the point where
the unfairnesses, distortions and inefficiencies are more
noticeable than the benefits. There is in fact a great
opportunity for an incoming administration to row back
on these policies whilst consolidating on the achievements.

So to return to the question of how Dr Carrington would
have coped in today’s educational world: he wouldn’t!

Roger J BROWN (1966-72)

StOGS in Wartime Torquay
Walter GWILKINSON (1940-45) was inspired to write
after he had read the article by Ted Godley in the last
edition of the magazine: At the weekend I was drinking
cocktails in the Headmaster’s room and toasting him who
had givenme a fair old caning there,namelyDrCarrington.
This latest visit occurred because I had decided just prior to
my ninetieth birthday to go to the Tooley Street building
to spend a couple of days in what is now the splendid Lalit
Hotel.

It was a great experience. Not only was I wearing my Old
Olavian tie but in my luggage was concealed my school
cap, pre-1945, with its metal badge only slightly damaged
by schoolboy horseplay.This cap I shyly fished out, to the
delight of the hotel staff who gigglingly hopped forward to
be photographed in it! The adapted building, while almost
unaltered externally, is beautifully transformed within, yet
retaining school features such as the hall with its choir
gallery and the above-mentioned fearful study.

I was taken back in time to walking every school day down
Tooley Street from London Bridge station. Actually it was
more often running, because I was not a good timekeeper,
and so I had to grin when reading the Head’s comment
on one of my reports, “I much appreciate his help with the
bell”as the first ring of the day was often done by one of my
loyal classmates.This was mostly in Torquay, since only my
last couple of terms were served in London.

Reading in The Olavian 2018 the fascinating article about
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wartimeTorquay was a reminder of times spent crouched in
the corridors of our host,Torquay Grammar School, during
air-raid alerts, a more squalid version of the aerial dogfights
described by my old schoolmate Ted Godley, but then I
remember he was a fan of the fictional air ace Biggles, and
would try in vain to convert me to this WE Johns creation
as we humped our full satchels from Chelston to school.

The Torquay-London contrast was vivid: slipping back
home to Woolwich towards the end of the war confronted
one with a grey scene of broken or plastered-over windows
and great gaps in familiar streets. At the Pavilion Theatre
on the Torquay seafront we sang during a speech day
performance the words:

“Now London town’s a fine town and London sights are
rare

And London girls are fine girls, and brisk’s the London air.

But busily goes the world there, and crafty grows the mind

And London town of all towns, I’d gladly leave behind.”

Even given the miserable state of the capital at that stage
you may think this was an insensitive choice for a choir
of young lads separated from their homes and parents,
but no-one was going to argue with Miss Hordern, a
magnificent opera-trained lady ‘borrowed’ from Maida
Vale High School for Girls evacuated to the girls’Grammar
just up the road.With her powerful personality she had us
singing this and, equally for her Devon audience, ‘Drake’s
Drum’ without a whimper of protest from us. She never
had any discipline problems with us, and for my later love
of singing I am forever grateful to Miss Hordern.

Having subsequently spent most of my working life
in the teaching profession I have often thought back to
the performances of various teachers during my pupil
years at St Olave’s, and Reg Shackel, our physics teacher,
rates pretty highly with his avuncular style, given our
circumstances then. He it was who took it upon himself
to post on to us our final exam results, with a good deal of
supportive comment added. But at the Reunion I attended
last year I had the honour to be seated among current staff
and senior pupils and was so thrilled to be able to converse
across a seventy-year gap with ease. Plus ça change……..
I left that evening with the feeling that StOGS, having
turned a corner, was the place for a student of today, male
or female, to be.

One Boy’s Blitz
The tide of human events often sweeps us along
uncomprehendingly before it, and that was certainly true
of my experience of the Blitz in the Second World War.

One day in September 1939 countless thousands of British
parents did something that would be unthinkable today:
they agreed to send their children off at short notice,
to an unknown destination, to unknown people, for an
undetermined period of time. Fearing that the Nazis
would launch a bombing campaign on British cities, the
government put into action Pied Piper, a plan for the mass
evacuation of civilians,mostly children from the cities, into
the relative safety of the countryside. In three days over
1.5 million children were removed from their homes and
sent to foster-homes throughout the country. I was four
years old and, along with my older sister, an unwitting
participant in that exodus. That parents were willing to
do so at the time speaks of a certain level of confidence
in the government and the level of fear stalking the land.
However, as time wore on and nothing much seemed to
happen by January 1940 some 60% of evacuees, myself
among them, had returned home.This was to prove to be
spectacularly bad timing, as in September 1940 the Nazis
launched the massive bombing campaign known as the
Blitz, against London and other British cities. Far from
being snug and safe in Wales, I was in London to witness
and experience this phenomenon. It was to prove to be an
experience like no other, and remains to this day my most
vivid memory of the six years of the Second World War.

One of the first casualties of the Blitz was my attendance
at Snowfields school, especially during the early days,when
interruptions due to daylight raids were frequent, and
teachers were often absent or late arriving due to transport
system disruptions. One went to school never knowing
quite what would happen; sometimes the school opened
late, sometimes it ended early; interruptions of varying
duration were frequent and sometimes the school was just
closed for a day or two.When the siren sounded, we were
herded together into a large room that rapidly became
extremely hot, stuffy and claustrophobic. The only relief
being provided was by the largest boy present who valiantly
attempted to create a feeble draught in the stifling room by
swinging the classroom door to and fro as fast as possible.

If the resulting large classes and the loss of school time was
a worry to the authorities and parents, it was of no concern
to me and most of my classmates.We took the unscheduled
interruptions more as a not unwelcome respite from our
academic labours and a shortened or missed day simply
meant additional hours of freedomspent salvaging shrapnel,
scrambling over bomb sites, or playing about in the street.
Somehow, however, despite all the exigencies of wartime,
the teachers, unsung heroes,many hauled out of retirement
to fill the gaps left by younger staff members serving in the
armed forces, still managed to teach us the rudiments of
reading, writing and arithmetic. Soon, however, the Blitz
took on a more threatening and destructive aspect.
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At the time we lived in a flat on top of the old London
Bridge Railway Approach, then the highest point around
but now dwarfed by its soaring neighbour the Shard. I
doubt whether there was a more tempting target in the
kingdom than that which the Approach presented at that
time. Directly across from us sat London Bridge station,
the busiest commuter railway station in London, a major
bus terminus, the Pool of London and its rows of towering
cranes and, stretching down river from Tower Bridge, the
London docks into which flowed daily the lifeblood of the
country on countless ships.On the northern end of London
Bridge stretched the City, the financial heart of the country,
into which flooded daily the hundreds of thousands of city
workers who kept this financial and commercial engine
turning. Also, within two hundred metres, lay Billingsgate
fish market, the distribution point for fish to the greater
London area, and the Borough fruit and vegetable market
which supplied most of these commodities to the capital.
This was clearly not a target that the Luftwaffe planners
would overlook.

Like most kids, I soon learned that the sirens’ ascending
and descending wailing alarm meant ‘Take cover’, and my
younger brother, almost before he could walk, upon hearing
the siren would crawl under the kitchen table where he
would sit contentedly until the All Clear sounded.

The sight of the Junkers, Dorniers and Focker Wulf
bombers that menaced the city, and the distinctive drone
of their twin engines soon became part of the familiar
sights and sounds of daily life. At the beginning the raids
occurredmostly during the day but,as the Luftwaffe&#39;s
losses began to mount, seeking the cover of darkness they
changed to night-time raids. Once the raids commenced
they continued day after day, night after night for months
and rapidly became routine as did our response to them.
Initially we, like most people, largely acted as instructed and
took shelter. A trip to a shelter meant a run through the
total blackout then in force in London. No street lights,
vehicle headlights reduced to mere slits and lights in
residences blacked out by heavy curtains. At night-time
a darkness descended on London not seen since medieval
times, an inky blackness reigned, broken only during raids
by the flash of the ack-ack guns and the dull red glow of
fires.

We had two possible shelters close by, London Bridge
underground station at the end of the Approach, or a
deep shelter under a field hidden from view behind the
Approach, both about one hundred yards from our front
door.Space in the deep shelter was limited,and often queues
for entrance formed early in the evening, necessitating an
early commitment for the complete night before the raids
began. Arrive late and you risked being turned away. In the
early days of the Blitz we initially spent several nights in

the deep shelter, which I remember only as a dimly-lit, cold
and clammy refuge, deep enough underground that the
sound of the onslaught above was muffled, but where the
earth still shuddered if a large bomb struck close by.

However we soon abandoned the deep shelter for the
underground station to spend nights sleeping on its hard,
stuffy and crowded platforms. No more comfortable than
the deep shelter, it had the advantage that it remained
open throughout the night, so it was possible to come
and go throughout the night depending on a raid&#39;s
development. To avoid the disruption and discomfort
of unnecessary nights spent in either shelter we often
waited until the siren sounded throughout the night sky,
and the drone of the advancing squadrons could be heard,
or even until a raid was under way before a decision was
made whether to seek shelter or not. Sometimes we would
flee to the underground, and the raid would pass us by or
peter out; on other occasions we would stay at home and
the night would erupt into the volcanic fury of a major
raid. However, as the raids wore on, we, like many others
intolerant of the disturbance of the daily routine and
increasingly indifferent to our safety, frequently chose to
wait out the raids at home, sometimes climbing onto the
roof, or standing in the shelter of the front door’s portico to
watch a raid’s progress as it played out overhead.

On the occasions that we took shelter I would often be
woken up from a deep sleep, get dressed and stumble
downstairs to the front door where I would wait with mum
and dad as the waves of bombers approached. Between
successive waves of bombers there was always a brief gap,
when a suitable gap appeared someone would say, “Run”
and, with a small metal torch in my hand, I would run
down the Approach as fast as I could to the underground’s
entrance. The dash took perhaps thirty seconds, through
a blackness rent by a relentless explosion of light and
sound. Searchlight beams sweeping the sky, hunting
between the clouds and smoke for the bombers, rolling
like the tide across the night sky.The ack-ack guns barking,
accompanied by the dull crump of exploding bombs, and
the bomb blasts shuddering the earth. As I ran, around me
the pinging of hot shrapnel against the pavement like the
playing of a celestial xylophone and, above it all, the dull
drone of a thousand advancing engines throbbing in unison
in the darkness.

Once in the tube, I ran down the spiral staircase to the
platform level, the ringing of my Blakey-shod shoes on the
steel stair-treads echoing in my ears. Once at the bottom,
I waited until the other family members arrived. Of the
nights spent on the platform I remember little; I suspect
that I curled up where I could, and was soon asleep again.
When the long All Clear sounded, often in the very early
hours of the morning, we would climb the spiral staircase
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and emerge from the tube, to make our way home, up
an Approach often strewn with broken glass and debris.
Although the Approach was fortunate in that it avoided
any direct hits, London Bridge station facing us was hit
by incendiaries destroying the upper level. However the
rest of the station was saved and continued to transport
daily its tens of thousands of workers in and out of the city
throughout the war.

The air-raids were numerous and monotonously similar,
but one daylight and one night-time raid remain vivid in
my memory. The first was a massive September daylight
raid aimed at the Surrey docks, the other perhaps the
heaviest of the Blitz, a night-time raid that set a good deal
of Bermondsey ablaze.The sirens sounded on a clear day,
and soon the throb of the first wave of advancing bombers
could be heard swelling in the distance.The attack appeared
to be close by, but not directly over us.We climbed the attic
ladder up onto the roof, from where looking east we had a
good view over the East End and much of Bermondsey.
I wonder now, why we would decide to do such a thing
rather than take shelter? Perhaps the sheer excitement was
overwhelming, and we were mesmerized; rather like deer
trapped in the headlights of an oncoming vehicle, we could
only stand and watch. From the roof you could see in the
distance the advancing waves of bombers sprinkling a toxic
dust of incendiaries and high explosives upon the city.The
target appeared to be the London docks and the East End
.on the other side of the river.

It was a strange scene: one or two barrage balloons hung
forlornly in the clear sky as the bombers loosed destruction
upon the helpless East End below. Soon there followed the
rumbling impact and the slow eruption of dark clouds
of smoke rising over dockland and the East End. In the
sunshine above the burning docks and rising smoke, the
fighters of the German escort and the RAF pursued one
another, flitting between the wispy clouds in aerial combat,
their struggles choreographed by an ever- changing web of
white vapour trails in the autumn sky. Which was friend
and which was foe was impossible to know, with only a
silver glint, reflected by the sun occasionally, revealing their
presence as they hunted one another between the covering
clouds.

Across the river that Caesar’s troops had once forded, the
onslaught continued. It was so close yet seemed so remote;
in the distance a speck slowly descended earthwards
bringing a fortunate German or RAF pilot back to earth.
It was as unreal to me as the violence of toda’s video games
must seem to today’s children. I was too young to know
that the writhing trails masked the desperate struggles of
young airmen,many of whom would not live to see the sun
set over London on that day. I was too fresh to life to have
any awe or comprehension of death on that September

afternoon.

We stood on the roof and watched the spectacle, for how
long I ca’t remember, perhaps ten, twenty or thirty minutes
or simply long enough to decide that the bombers would
not cross the river, and that the Approach was safe that day.

Soon, borne on the breeze, the nose captured the scent of
the distant destruction. ‘The smells of London’s Imperial
trade’ as a fireman recalled them. “Pepper fires loading
the air with stinging particles, rum fires, torrents of blazing
liquid pouring from warehouse doors and barrels exploding
like bombs themselves, cascading white hot flame of paint
fires, and rubber fires raising thick black clouds of toxic
smoke.” At the time I had no understanding of the tragedy
unfolding before me, it was to me like a pier kaleidoscope
show. Somehow the fact that it was occurring in daylight
made it less threatening than the night-raids clothed in
darkness that soon became our nightly companions.

The second raid that remains distinct in my memory was
one when we came close to being bombed out ourselves,
and almost changed from observers to victims: soon after
the siren sounded and the first bombs began to fall, it was
clear that it was going to be an exceptionally heavy raid, but
for some inexplicable reason we remained at home. After
the raid had been under way for a while, dad who was a
fire-watcher decided to climb up onto the roof to view its
progress, and I followed him. As he didn’t send me back
I stayed, standing with him on the flat area behind the
parapet surrounding the roof. The attack was concentrated
on the other side of the river on the usual targets, the docks,
bridges, railway and the East End, but at the time didn’t
seem to directly threaten us on the Approach.

The attack was hitting the East End and the surrounding
areas hard. The night sky glowed a dull red as, fanned by
a stiff breeze, the East End and the docks burned. The
centuries-old leather tanneries of Bermondsey were now
also aflame. The stench was indescribable as the various
chemicals employed in the treatment of the hides were
released into the night, intermingling with the others of
the conflagration. It was a pungent stench like none other,
and one which will never quite fade from memory. So
I stood with dad watching the scene unfolding before us
across the river.

As the night raged on, we could see from the roof-top the
fires slowly advancing through Bermondsey, along Crucifix
Lane, across Maze Pond, up StThomas Street towards the
Approach, driven on relentlessly by the wind. What a
night it was! The fire brigade was doing its best, .but water
was in short supply, and as the wind showed no sign of
slackening, a fire-warden advised that we should pack what
we could and get ready to leave. Across the forecourt of the
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station hoses snaked in all directions as the firemen tried to
prevent the advancing fires from jumping across London
Bridge Street onto the Approach. It is hard to imagine,
now that street lights have almost banished night, the total
darkness of the blackout. Such illumination as there was
came from the flickering fires as they devoured building
after building,while here and there in the darkness amoving
point of light revealed a human presence. What a boiling
cauldron of sight, sound and stench it was. The dancing
flames, the white light of hovering flares, explosions, gun
flashes, the sudden glimpse of a silver plane caught in the
cone of yellow searchlight beams as they swept the night
sky. The tinkle of hot shrapnel falling on the darkened
city mingled with the steady drumbeat of the guns, and
the dull rumble of the falling bombs swelling and fading
as succeeding waves of bombers released their cargo upon
Bermondsey In the night sky clouds of black smoke rose,
partially obscuring the dull glow of the burning city.

The flames continued their advance, finally leaping across
the street, and the last flat on the Approach began to burn.
Then, just as we were on the verge of evacuating, the wind
miraculously dropped. The fire at the end of the Approach
was doused and we were reprieved. There are no words
that I can put on paper that can recapture the totality of
the smells, sounds and sights of that night, but to watch
it unfold as a young boy was totally mesmerizing. For
some days after the raid, as I made my way along Maze
Pond to Snowfields school, all that remained of that
part of Bermondsey were the skeletal outlines of the still
smouldering buildings

Our second brush with home evacuation was the result of a
raid of no particular severity. The All Clear had sounded a
short time before and we were about to get on with the day’s
business,when an air-raid warden came and told us to pack
and leave immediately. There seemed to be no immediate
threat, no wailing sirens, no drone of approaching planes.
In response to our perplexed looks, he said simply, “It’s a
land-mine, look out of your top window.” There, on an
outstretched signal arm on the train-track to Charing
Cross, a large land-mine was hanging by its parachute. The
shipping in the Pool of London was probably its intended
target but it had drifted off-course and there it now hung
like a malevolent plum pudding above the train-tracks.
The warden said, “If it blows, this part of the Approach
will go.” So we packed and left, and spent the time until it
was declared safe to return some hours later in the Lyon’s
tea house in the Borough High Street. So once again we
were spared.

Those sheltering in nearby Stainer’s Street arch on February
17th 1941 were not so lucky. The archway, where shortly
before I had attended a kids’ Christmas party, received a
direct hit, blowing the protective steel doors fitted at the

entrances through the archway killing sixty-eight and
injuring 175. .A few days later, when I passed on my way
from school, rescuers were still searching doggedly through
the rubble under a gaping hole in the archway roof.

As the nightly onslaught of the Blitz petered out, the
frequency and the severity of the raids in the later part of
the war diminished to more of a sporadic nuisance, rather
than the dire threat they had once posed. Days might
pass without the wail of the sirens disturbing the peace,
and often when the alarm sounded the intruders proved to
be few in number, or a lone reconnaissance plane scurrying
across the sky. The Nazis were in retreat on all fronts, and
the threat from the air seemed to have ebbed away, and I
suppose we had become complacent. Until one day in
June 1944, the first doodlebug made its appearance over
London. When I saw the first doodlebug or buzz-bomb
as they were also called, I can’t remember, but it was an
astonishing sight. I was walking home up the Borough
High Street when suddenly a distant humwas in the air,and
people began to stop and peer at what appeared to be a lone
aircraft approaching in the distance. As it drew closer, it
became apparent that this was something different: instead
of the now familiar engine drone of a Junkers or Heinkel it
emitted a strange ‘putt-putt’ sound, quite unlike any enemy
aircraft that I was familiar with. Then, as it neared, you
could see clearly that this was no ordinary plane, but what
appeared to be a large metal cylinder above which was
attached a smaller diameter cylinder, from which squirted a
trail of flame. Shortly after it had passed overhead the odd
‘putt-putt’ sound suddenly stopped, and everyone watched
as the strange object flew silently on northwards over the
Thames falling slowly earthwards. A minute or two later,
the rumble of a heavy explosion followed and smoke began
to climb into the summer sky.

Later, I would find out, that what I witnessed that day was
the arrival of a V1, the first of Hitler’s Vergeltungswaffen
(Vengeance weapons). The V1, doodlebug or flying
bomb as they were variously called was in essence the first
operational cruise missile. Over the coming months I
would see many more over London, and they were soon
absorbed into wartime daily life. It was a tense time when
one approached with its flaming tail and steady putt-
putting engine, but we soon learned that, only when the
engine died and the doodlebug began its silent glide, did
it become an immediate threat. Once it was overhead
with the flame from its rocket engine still burning, you
could relax, and watch it fade into the distance awaiting
its inevitable decent and explosion. The doodlebug
carrying almost a ton of high explosive and travelling at
almost 400mph proved challenging to counter. Barrage
balloons and anti-aircraft guns proved to be ineffective,
and most of the available fighter aircraft were too slow to
intercept them, which in itself was quite hazardous as they
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often exploded immediately upon being hit. The preferred
technique became for pilots to fly alongside, and use their
wing-tips to flip the doodlebugs off-course. In the four
months following June some 9.000 doodlebugs were
launched killing 4,000 and injuring 18,000.people, and
continued to strike London until the Allies overran their
launching sites in France in October 1944.

Later, the records say it was January 22 1945, I was to cross
paths with Hitler’s other Vergeltungswaffe, the V2. Once
again, on a drab London winter’s day I was walking up the
Borough High Street on my way home from school. I
stopped for a few minutes at Hielkin’s, the baker’s, to study
the cream cones and bread-pudding slices in their window
before continuing on my way home. I had just passed the
hardware store close to Union St, when there was a violent
explosion. Even at a distance of some three hundred yards
or more I felt the blast. Looking back down the Borough
High Street I could see, at the junction of the Borough and
Marshalsea Road, a column of black smoke beginning to
rise in the air. Puzzled passers-by stared at the ascending
column of smoke; no alarm had sounded, and the sky was
clear with not a plane in sight. Someone said it seemed to
be Moser’s factory on the corner across from St George’s
church. Moser’s was an engineering company, so perhaps
it was an explosion in the factory, which seemed to be a
logical explanation. Moser’s had not, however, suffered an
internal explosion, but it had been hit by a V2. It struck at
5.15pm, just as the workers were leaving work. Thirty-five
people lost their lives that day, many of them young girls
who worked at the factory. The rocket destroyed most of
the factory, leaving behind a bombsite that I later passed
daily on my way to school.

The V2 was the world’s first long-range ballistic missile and
the first man-made object to enter space. Forty-six feet
tall, fired from a mobile launcher, and propelled by a liquid
fuel rocket it carried a warhead of almost a ton of high
explosives at 3500km/hr. Its speed and short flight-time
made any effective defence impossible. More than 1300
of these missiles were launched against London killing
2700 people and injuring 7000 more. I am left to wonder
what I was doing in the vicinity of Moser’s at 5.15pm when
school finished at 4pm. Was I kept behind at school for
some reason, or just dawdling and playing about on my way
home? A few minutes later, and I perhaps would not be
writing this account, but such are the fortunes of war, a
few millimetres or seconds one way or another may be the
difference between life and extinction.

However, like most things in life, for some even the Blitz
had its silver linings. It was a golden time for kids playing
in the streets which meant not playing at the end of a
driveway, but wandering the neighbourhood unsupervised
for hours, returning often only at mealtimes. A couple

of coats turned any street into a football stadium for an
hour or two; cars were few in number, and lorry drivers
seemed not to mind stopping while we cleared the goal-
posts, replacing them once the lorry had passed, so that
the game could resume. There was also the pleasure of
chasing slow-moving horse and carts that you could hang
onto the back of and get a free ride until the driver drove
you off with violent curses, and the granite curb made a
convenient seat for a game of marbles in the gutter or just
a place to sit and watch the world pass by. Early on in the
war much of Bermondsey and Southwark had been turned
into a moonscape, pitted with bombsites, many of which
remained untouched for years, even after the war. Some
were larger than football fields, with exposed basements,
broken walls, and mountains of rubble that could be run
around, climbed over, and endlessly investigated. Where
camps could be built, stones could be thrown, fires lit, and
where we played for hours without an adult in sight. In
retrospect we enjoyed a wonderful adventure playground
in a city with probably more open space than had existed
since the great fire of 1666, and with a degree of freedom
unimaginable to today’s five year old.

Another beneficiary was Mother Nature, who was quick
to seize the opportunity to take back the land. According
to the naturalist RSP Fitter, among the first colonists
to settle were the common weeds, fireweed and yellow
ragwort, which in turn attracted the elephant hawk moth
and other insects. Soon birds, some not previously seen in
London, black redstarts and wheatears were nesting among
the rubble. In a few years, Mother Nature had turned
bombsites into wild gardens where weeds, reeds, fruit
bushes and wild flowers flourished, and cabbage whites and
red admirals flitted among the plantain and dandelions.
The house sparrow was everywhere, flocks of starling
roosted on buildings nearby, black-headed gulls wheeled
squawking overhead, and legions of portly pigeons strutted
across the station forecourt. The sparrows and starlings
are mostly gone, and even the once ubiquitous pigeon is
much reduced in numbers as their post-war habitat has
disappeared over the years.

All these years later, I am left to ponder why did I never feel
personally threatened, nor was I fearful that my brief life
might be abruptly snuffed out? Largely I suspect, because
the adults around showed no signs of panic or fear. If they
were frightened, and they would have been insane not to
have been, they never let me see it. They always appeared
to know what was to be done, and I simply did what I was
told, sublimely confident that all would be well. Ignorance
is truly sometimes bliss.

Why did I, living next to prime targets in Bermondsey,
the most heavily bombed location in Britain, survive
the Blitz unscathed while others, apparently safe in the
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depths of the countryside, fell victims to bombs randomly
jettisoned by a Nazi bomber scurrying home? Who can
answer such imponderables? At five years old, with so
little experience of life, the Blitz was to me simply a new
experience, a natural occurring phenomenon in life, akin to
the daily rising and setting of the sun, the like of which I
had never experienced before and never have since. It was
a totally engulfing experience, arching across the night sky,
bombarding simultaneously all five senses, an immense,
exciting cosmic game to which I was but a diminutive and
astonished onlooker.

George Grant (1945-51)

Clubs and Societies
Old Olavians’ Masonic Lodge No.5758
Our old school masonic lodge continues to flourish. Brian
Nicholas, who attended our school whilst it was based
in Tooley Street, has just completed another year as our
Master. In 2020, Bob Nott, another of Tooley Street’s
former pupils, will celebrate sixty years as a member (and a
very distinguished member) since he joined the Lodge in
March 1960.

Nowadays, of course, we are an ‘open’ Lodge. ‘Open’ is
a term that really reflects something very important to
Freemasonry. We are open to men of all faiths, from all
parts of the world and from all walks of life. Even so,
there is always a feeling of special pleasure in OO Lodge
when someone associated in some way with our old school
joins us. (A note for our senior girls - Yes, there are ladies’
masonic lodges too!)

Our main vital purpose continues to be fund-raising for
others. Our organisation actively supports a huge range
of charities and good causes. Examples include funds
for hospices, medical research, youth organisations and,
of course, every appeal that is set up following disasters
world-wide. In the past we have purchased or helped
to fund lifeboats, the second London Air Ambulance
helicopter and special equipment needed by hospitals. We
have just completed raising the funds to buy those urgently
needed vehicles with long-reach ladders for London’s Fire
Service – to be used in rescuing people should fires break
out in high-rise flats.

If any readers of this article feel they would like to learn
more about Freemasonry or, indeed, they want to join us
then my contact details are:

Peter G Hudson OBE, Hon. Sec Old Olavians’ Lodge,
9 Downs View Close, Pratts Bottom, Orpington, Kent,
BR6 7SU or E-mail me at hudsons91@btinternet.com

Former Choristers
Graham Milne has sent this photograph of a group of old
Olavian choristers: he reports that Sunday 14th July 2019
was Former Choristers’Sunday and the penultimate service
for the Chaplain, who retired at the end of July. His last
service had a ‘Packed House’with him just sitting, listening
to others doing the work and giving a good resumé of his
life in the Church. This was followed by champagne on
the lawn (where it was a very hot day!).

Sunday 6th October was the first service for the new
Chaplain, Rev. CanonThomas Woodhouse. It was a very
good service with a few small changes to what we are used
to, but only to be expected. After the service we were able
to greet his wife and three of his daughters.

It would be good to see more of you former choristers at
next year’s service on Sunday, 12th July 2020.

Back row - SqLdr Thomas Leyland (Steward),
Calab Lee, Christian DeCrue, Tom Dixon , The

Rev. Canon Prof Peter Galloway
Middle row - Graham Milne and former

Headmaster, Desmond Coulson.
Front row - Robert Walker, David Everett (over

from Canada) and Ian Clifford.

Old Olavians’ South Devon Cricket Tour
2019
Well, we did end up picking just about the wettest week
of the summer to tour in, but we only lost two games out
of six to rain and it could have been worse. We welcomed
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four new tourists who got a stack of runs and everybody
had a good time, so on the whole 2019 was another great
tour for the OOs.

After a typically rainy drive down to Devon on the Sunday
morning we got to Paignton with the sun breaking through
the clouds. A decent meal and hello to our fellow-tourists
in the large oak-beamed SpinningWheel pub preceded the
game, for which we were one player short. G Woodcock
from Paignton had very kindly volunteered to play on our
side (mostly because he wanted to get his brother out,
apparently), and he turned out to be a very useful addition.
We were in the field and he took the first over and whipped
it down briskly on a good length and got a wicket with his
second ball. Skipper Lance Giles was pressed into opening
at the other end, since the OO tour fast bowling cupboard
was as bare as a nun’s drinks cabinet as per usual at the start
of the week, and generated a bit of new-ball swing and got
a wicket too. After eight overs the score was 38 for two
and it was time to start shuffling our fairly scarce bowling
resources. Andy Bradley from Kenn, who had guested for
us on a couple of games the year before, was back for more,
and came on with the batsmen looking to play all the shots
in the book. He struck with his first ball, a beautifully-
pitched leg-spinner that beat the forward defensive prod
of the batsman to take off-stump, and he struck again
with his fourth ball, when our Woodcock fulfilled his wish
and caught out his brother Woodcock at deep square leg.
Andy bowled another batsman in his second over to leave
Paignton reeling at 49 for five off twelve overs.

That was the zenith of our bowling fortunes, however.
After two gloriously-flighted and tricksy overs, Andy
seemed to panic a little at how well it was coming out and
lost his length and got hit out of the attack. Ian Giles and
Dave Colloff revved up their engines and had a pop, but
the ball wasn’t swinging much and we didn’t get another
wicket until the twenty-fifth over, by which time the score
had reached 153. New tourist and normally wicket-
keeper, James Gillin, had a burst from the bottom end, but
was still straightening himself out from the ride down in
Colloff ’s teensy car and felt a bit stiff. He bowled some
excellent balls and a few looser ones and got a deserved
wicket before summarily taking himself off. L Giles and
Bradley returned to moderate success and our Woodcock
came back in time to take the wicket of another relation of
his (S Woodcock) before the home team were all out for
233 in 36.4 of the possible forty overs.

The tea was brilliant, just like last year. We’d just about
managed a respectable bowling performance, but 233 was
on the fringes of what was within our batting grasp and
we’d need everyone to be at the top of their form to come
close to it. Sadly, things didn’t go our way. James Hubbard
had not played since he was last on tour a few years ago

and seemed on the verge of settling down just before he
got out; Andy Underhill, another guest from Kenn, got a
bit of a shooter to be bowled early, and local OO-friend
Simon Burrell got his pad in the way of a straight one.
Our cheerful Liverpudlian, Gilly, hit a few nice shots to
show what he could do and then missed one that rattled his
timbers for nineteen. PeteWhite hit a couple of fine shots
before departing too, which precipitated a bit of a slide.
Lance and Dave Colloff found themselves at the crease
with the score on 69 for eight from 24 overs. To the ever-
philosophical Colloff, however, this was water off a duck’s
back, and he happened to find himself in good touch. He
proceeded to smash three lovely fours and, if he’d had
Jack Leach at the other end, would no doubt have won
us the game. Unfortunately Leach was busy elsewhere,
and Lance missed with a swing and got bowled by the last
ball that was bowled before the rain started to pour down.
All the players took shelter from the cloudburst in the
pavilion and most thought that that was it for the game.
However, the home skipper was fairly keen to go out there
and complete the job, and the OOs thought it would be a
bit churlish not to let them do so, considering how soundly
they had been winning. After forty-five minutes or so the
sun had come back and we agreed to hurry out for one last
thrash. Colloff crashed a couple more boundaries and was
then out for 27 which pushed the OOs’ score up to 119.
At least we had made triple figures and shown we were
men of magnanimous character, and hopefully we will be
able to make a better showing next year.

It was lovely and sunny at Sidmouth the next day, and we
found the ground sporting some new twenty-foot netting
on posts along the bottom wall guarding the road and
beach beyond. Apparently the netting had already stopped
several balls from exiting the ground, but we were rather
dubious that it would have been high enough to stop Sage’s
six and ensuing holiday-maker-bonce-collision from the
previous year which had precipitated its purchase.

Home skipper Chapman claimed they were an unusually
young team and we may as well bat first in a forty-over
game, and they would try to chase down anything we
posted. His opposite number L Giles tried to convince
him that a timed game would offer more flexibility via a
declaration in case one side was proving a mite superior,
but Chapman was having none of it. So be it. The
Olavian ranks had been bolstered overnight by the arrival
of five warriors from ODCUACO – Jamie Batten and
Chris Webster had brought along three buddies – and
we fancied our chances against any team Sidmouth could
conjure up. Young buck Henry Hamilton opened with
Gillin and looked immaculate while facing the tight
and cagey lines of Graham Munday in his last season at
Sidmouth before retiring, and it was a shock when he was
suddenly out stumped for 23. Hubbard (18) hit some nice
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runs while not quite settling into his stride, and after 18.2
overs the tourists were a respectable 96 for three. Chris
Webster was joined by newbie Mike Parr and they quickly
set about changing the complexion of the game. Over
the next nine overs they blazed merry hell to put on 125
runs before Webster retired on 110. Nick Kirby, another
new tourist from Petts Wood, who had been on the verge
of touring for about ten years, was the next man in and an
excellent bat, and we still had plenty of batting in reserve
and things were not looking too rosy for Sidmouth’s young
team. As Parr continued to smite sixes with gusto, Lance
ran about the place trying to get word to Chapman that we
needed to declare even though it was a forty-over game,but
Chapman had had to leave the field to take a business call.
By the time he had finished talking shop the OOs were on
248 off 29 overs. “Ah”, he said slowly, “That’s gone south
rather quickly, hasn’t it? Let’s just carry on while they
get the tea laid out and then we’ll think about it.” Word
was passed to Parr to slow it down a bit, but Mike was
gripped with bloodlust and in the zone. He couldn’t help
hitting another six and a four and, as the tea ladies flustered
around with baskets of sandwiches,Giles took an executive
decision and waved the batsmen in. The score was 271
for five from 31.2 overs and Parr had made a boisterous
83* and seemed a little miffed he had not been allowed to
continue the carnage until he had reached three figures.
He is a cheerful chap, though, and a couple of strawberry
scones soon put it out of his mind.

Since our spearhead Jamie B needs the scent of napalm
in his nostrils to get geared up for an opening salvo, OO
warhead number two, Dave Colloff, took the first over of
the second innings. He was partnered at the other end
by Nick K, and both of them put in tidy stints and got
a wicket apiece, both from fine catches in the slips by
Webster. Kirby in particular with one wicket for twelve
runs from seven overs quickly doused any hope there may
have been of a challenging run-chase. Ed Nott came on
once the shine was off the ball and bowled some furiously
energetic leg-spin that bounced and spat from the rough.
He got a wicket in his first over (a good catch by Batten)
and looked a real handful throughout his spell. Lance put
in a fairly uneventful twirl at the other end until with his
last ball he bowled Chapman for 39 to leave Sidmouth on
84 for five from twenty-five overs. Oh, it was uneventful
apart from a humorous incident when Parr demanded he
go in at second slip and then proceeded to drop one that
hit him in the chest, whereupon he was promptly removed
to midwicket. His place in the cordon was taken by Nott
who almost immediately took a catch off Batten, who had
come on to try his hand at some off-spin. Webster followed
that with two more cracking catches in the slips off Batten
and Hamilton. HH had also begun to ply his spinning
trade. He joined the party with an LBW (the victim was
Munday for nought, who felt obliged rather indignantly

to remind the air nearby of the appeal he had had turned
down against Henry himself earlier in the day), and James
Hubbard came on to take the last wicket (caught Kirby)
with his left-arm spin and Sidmouth were all out for 119
in 38.5 overs.

It was a great shame it had not been more of a contest
because practically everyone in the touring side could
lay legitimate claims to being an all-rounder, so we had
basically fielded twenty-two players. The bright side
was that the early finish left more time for socialising
afterwards, and we had a good chat with the Sidmouth boys
and eventually left them with everybody looking forward
to a closer game next year. Dave Colloff was the last to
leave and, after making sure his passengers were all safely
aboard, he got behind the wheel of his chariot and tried to
put his safety belt on. Tug. Tug tug! No use, it was not
budging. “Why are you trying to put on my safety belt?”
came a politely drawled inquiry from behind him. Our
stalwart umpire Steve Parsons had been reviving himself
from his long duties and the tension of the day with several
convivial beers and had managed to buckle himself in using
the driver’s seatbelt.

The forecast had been pretty gloomy for the middle of
the week, and there was a fine drizzle in the air as we had
breakfast on Tuesday morning. Devon seems to be a
patchwork of microclimates,however, and it’s quite possible
that one place can be flooded out while somewhere just up
the road doesn’t feel a drop all day. Sadly Sandford was
one of the wet places that day, and we got the call early
on that the game was off due to too much rain overnight.
Cricket was not to be entirely deterred, however, and the
OD lads instigated a cut-throat game of beach cricket,
followed by golf at Starcross. We decided to bring the
tour quiz forward and have it that night so that there could
be a focal event in the day for everyone to take part in.
Terry Smith ran it with a grip of iron and quizzed us on
all sorts of amazing facts from life’s varied tapestry. Sadly
no huffs, walkouts or fisticuffs occurred, but the rest of the
quiz was perfect.

Wednesday morning was not much better than Tuesday,
but the sun was meant to muscle its way through later on
in the day, so after a spot of lawn bowls (where J Gillin
demonstrated his bowls style was very similar to his
“whack it” batting style) we headed down to Torquay’s
ground in reasonable hopes of getting a game in, even if
we had to reduce the overs a little. Their friendly skipper,
D Whittington, was in full agreement, and we settled on
twenty-five overs-a-side and a slightly delayed start.

Even though Nott had had a chance to bat at Sidmouth (he
had faced one ball before the declaration) we allowed him
to open the innings. Sadly he found himself facing a few
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thunderbolts thrown down by local club pro, Tolley, and
got caught in the slips without troubling the scorer. White
(13) and Hamilton (27) took the score on steadily. Gillin
got a rush of blood a little early and was stumped to leave
the OOs on 46 for four from ten overs. Mike Parr carried
on his fine form from Sidmouth and was playing very well,
but he kept losing partners at the other end. L Giles hit
one in the air, and Webster and skipper Sanjay (who’d just
arrived from London) found ways to get themselves out
without scoring at all. D Colloff proved to be of more
use and stuck around while Parr struck some more runs.
D Whittington brought himself on and Mike took an
immediate liking to his medium-pace. He crashed the first
four balls for six and should probably have stopped there,
but couldn’t resist going for a full set and got caught on the
boundary for a rollicking 59 from thirty-one balls. Evans
and Giles I were both bowled and the OOs finished on 138
from 24.3 overs, which we thought was probably about 20
short of Parr. I mean “par”!

Webster and I Giles opened the bowling tightly, Ian
bowling D Western with his first ball on his way to
excellent figures of one wicket for ten runs from his five
overs. As the batsmen seemed to be getting the hang of
Chris the skipper brought Notty on for a whirl. He did
well initially too, sending the ball fizzing down and taking
a wicket in his second over. Number five batsman M
Crompton settled down quickly though, and began to look
quite comfortable. Chris Evans began with a top-quality
wicket maiden before being hit for a few, and L Giles had
similar results. In such a short game if any batsman really
gets in it makes all the difference, and although the tourists
had had some early success they could not find a way to
sustain pressure on the batsmen. Crompton retired for
a quality 51 but the next batsman in knew how to hold a
bat too. After twenty overs the OOs had been 123 and
Torquay were 106, but, whereas during the final five overs
the tourists had scored fifteen, the home side were only five
wickets down (plus one retiree) and were able to accelerate
to reach their target with almost two overs remaining.
Still, it had been a fun game played in the right spirit.
Whittington had staggered his first team stars sensibly
with his weaker batsmen, and everyone got a chance to do
something. Torquay’s President (and long-time OO tour
supporter), Ken Jeffery, had kindly invited us all to be part
of a celebration evening they were having that night at the
club to mark his presidential year, and after listening to the
speeches while sipping a couple of refreshing drinks in the
sunset we headed off out for dinner under the bright lights
of the town.

The last two years had seen the OOs win at South Devon
with scores of 136 and 139, so we were expecting another
tight affair this year. The tourists were struggling a little
with availability for the last two games of the week and it

was nice of home club member Jonty Tupman to play for
us again, after helping us out last year at Kenn. He was
joined by fellow South Devonian,Henry Burningham,who
apparently hadn’t played for a few years, and James Tyler,
who was a young cricketer from Exeter who had answered
the call. The tourists batted first in a forty-over game.
Tupman, opening the batting, couldn’t repeat the fifty he
made for us last year as he was bowled for two. Hubbard
and I Giles found the going tough on a typically difficult
wicket. L Giles (20) stuck around for a bit. Pete White
hit a lovely four before being bowled, and Colloff crept to
six before he was out lbw. The OOs were now 69 for six
off twenty-two overs, and even by South Devon standards
things were looking a bit bleak. Luckily the remaining
batsmen stepped up to the plate. James T played fluently
for twenty-one very useful runs; Sanjay smote nineteen,
Henry B struck sixteen not out and James Gillin biffed
fifteen (Chris Evans was sadly run out for nought to at
least earn himself a little rubber duck during the awards
that evening) to raise the tourists’ total to 145 from 37.3
overs. Would that be enough this year? One unusual
point to note was that the home skipper had enforced a
maximum of four overs per bowler on his unit, so that all
ten players apart from the keeper had got a bowl. It had
worked out pretty well for them!

James Tyler took the first over and the way he sent the ball
down at a decent pace on a good length was a welcome
sight. Chris Evans took his annual slot as second bowler
and put in another top stint of accurate spin. Along with
a run out, they got us off to a wonderful start – Tyler one
for eight from six overs and Evans one for twenty-two from
eight. Could the rest of the bowlers keep it up? Sticking
with spin (there weren’t many other options anyway) the
skipper brought on Sanjay and new team-mate Henry
B. Sanjay’s first over went for six, and Henry’s went for
nine, and with such a low total to defend there were a few
nervous looks around. Both bowlers settled down quickly
though. Leg-spin is a fiendish thing to attempt if you
have not played for a while, and Henry did a great job of
landing it while still retaining enough action on the ball
to beat the bat on occasion. They both got a wicket, but
number five bat, Salinda, had got his eye in by now and the
score kept creeping up. Sanjay got a second wicket with
the last ball of his spell to leave South Devon on 93 for six
off twenty-seven overs. Only four runs an over required,
but six wickets down. It looked likely that things may be
decided on whether Salinda got out or not. Gileses I and
L were entrusted with the last batch of overs. A few more
overs and runs ticked by – only thirty-three runs needed
from eight overs now – before Lance managed a quicker
shooter-ish delivery that hit Salinda on the pads in front of
the stumps. Up went umpire Parsons’ finger and Salinda
was gone for 45. Ian followed that up with a wicket, lbw,
in the next over, and two more wickets in consecutive overs
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finished off the innings. South Devon were all out for
120 from thirty-six overs and the tourists had won another
nail-biter. If it had not been for our three guests we would
have never come close, and it was really good of them to
turn out for us and to put in such an effort, despite Jonty
and James both injuring their legs for the cause while they
fielded.

With Brian Cantle sadly unable to make tour this year,Ray
Michael took on Dinner Supremo duties that night and
took us through the cricketing feats of the week, dispensing
awards for cricketers and tour supporters alike in the style
of the Oscars. Dave Colloff then gave out a couple of
prizes for non-cricketing activities in an enchanting
bedtime-story fashion.

The forecast for Friday was diabolical, and the actual
weather matched it perfectly. The game against Kenn
was called off early on, bringing the week’s fun to a mildly
disappointing end, but we still had a chance to drop in on
Teignmouth on the way back home and have a nice stroll
around in raincoats and take lunch in the Ship Inn.

It had been another thoroughly entertaining tour, in no
small part due to the cricketing prowess and unfailing good
humour of all four of our new tourists (well, five including
Nick Kirby, and it would be great if he could come for more
than one game!). They had settled in so quickly it was as
though they had been coming for years, and we hope to see
them back next year.

Many thanks to our ever-dependable umpire, Stephen
Parsons, for his hours on the field, and to everyone who
scored during the week, especially Ray Michael who did
most of it. More thanks are due to Dave Colloff for
handling the unpopular task of asking people for money
whenever it was required for subs. A final thank you to
everyone else who came down on tour with us and who
helped to make it such a jolly week – Linda Michael, the
whole Hubbard clan (Malcolm,Carole,Clare,Rebecca and
William), Ed and Rosemary Davey, Derek Birmingham
(hope the leg’s better next year), Becky Sarjeant, Kathy
Staff, Pennie Giles and the Bayliss-Giles quartet (Andy,

Craig, with Mason and Freddie on their first tours too).

If anyone is reading this and thinks they may like to be
there when it all happens again in 2020, just drop me a line
or see the Old Olavian CC facebook page: https://www.
facebook.com/oldolavianscricketclub/

Lance Giles (1988-95)

Results
Sunday v Paignton (40 overs):

Paignton won by 114 runs.

Paignton 233 all out in 36.4 overs (A Bradley 3-47,L Giles
2-32, GWoodcock 2-47)

Old Olavians 119 all out in 35.1 overs (D Colloff 27, J
Gillin 19)

Monday v Sidmouth:

Old Olavians won by 152 runs.

Old Olavians 271 for 5 dec (C Webster 110 *retired out,
M Parr 83)

Sidmouth 119 all out (H Hamilton 2-9, J Batten 2-12)
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Tuesday v Sandford:

Rained off

Wednesday vTorquay (25 overs):

Torquay won by 4 wickets.

Old Olavians 138 all out (M Parr 59, H Hamilton 27)

Torquay 142 for 6 (I Giles 1-10)

Thu v SouthDevon (40 overs):

Old Olavians won by 25 runs.

Old Olavians 145 all out ( J Tyler 21, L Giles 20, S
Ranasinghe 19)

South Devon 120 all out (I Giles 2-8, L Giles 2-11, S
Ranasinghe 2-33)

Friday v Kenn:

Rained off

Old Boys’Notes
Colin CWOODWARD (1969-76) has written to tell of
an extraordinary coincidence when he met a fellow Old
Olavian in the Pitcairn Islands: Of the 10 passengers on a
boat trip from French Polynesia to the Pitcairn Islands to
see the solar eclipse on Oeno early in July 2019 and stay
on Pitcairn I, now retired, hardly expected to come across
another OO - but there was one, now a dual New Zealand
national, Ian Griffin (OO 1977-84 and currently Director
of the Otago Museum in Dunedin).

The eclipse was in full cloud cover but staying with the
descendants of the Bounty mutineers was fascinating and
made up in part for the disappointment.

As a consolation for missing the eclipse Ian then went on a
trip on NASA’s SOFIA - here’s his informal feedback. Ian
wrote the following to friends: Hi, Everyone, Just got back
from an overnight flight on NASA’s SOFIA Observatory.
I hope the attached files make you all suitably jealous!
There was an astonishing display of the aurora during
our flight this evening! Hope you are all well. I will dump
images from the eclipse trip to a shared drive when I get
some sleep!

Mā te wā

Had the eclipse not been clouded out Colin tells us that he

would have included a photo of the two of them, but that,
as it was obscured, that would have been a bit contrived!

Here follow three of the photographswhich Ian distributed:

BrianTOOKEY(1986-93)has sent the following thoughts
on his later days at StOGS: “I was School Captain for my
year. It was the first time the position was elected by the
student body rather than appointed by the Head (I don’t
actually know if this is still the case; it was an innovation
pioneered by Dr Moxon and agreed by Headmaster Mr
Coulson). A slightly unusual voting system with a single
transferable vote, denied Matt O’Donohue the position,
and I was installed instead. At the end of the final term, I
was asked to give an address to our year and their parents
at a dinner in the Great Hall. I made a poor job of the
speech and remember thinking that Matt would have done
it better. Looking back, I wish I had said something like
this: “Ninety of us sit here, on the verge of leaving the school
after seven years and none of us know what will happen when
we enter the real world. On our credit side, we’ve achieved
the best-ever A-level results, national semis for the rugby team,
produced an inspired production of West Side Story, launched a
couple of bands and raised a record amount for Rag week. On
the debit side, we’re institutionalized and consumed by petty
rivalries, we’re pretty clueless around women and history is
unlikely to treat our fashion of long greasy hair kindly.

“In the years to come, as the science, Latin and grammar fades,
I bet we’ll still be able to recite Baldwin, Boswell, Boundy,
Craddock, Cryer, Draper... or Bachelor, Booker, Bradburn,
Burrows, Chatrath, Chowdhury, Dixey… or Berlin, Besford,
Bradshaw, Butcher, Coole, Cunningham…. And we’ll
remember the everyday events that went on as we grew from
boys to men. And so my hope for us is this: we keep up our
friendships and, on the occasions when we bump into another
member of our year, we take the chance to go for a drink and
retell the stories of how we survived and mostly thrived at St
Olave’s.”
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InMemoriam
Charles COLE (1940-47) died on 30 December 2018 at
the age of 89. Fellow-Olavian, Leslie Watmore (1940-
47), has sent the following tribute: This year began for me
with the very sad news that my life-long friend Charles
Cole had died in December. I received this news from his
wife Annette with whom he had lived for some years in
the South of France. He joined the school in Torquay in
1940, as I did, and very quickly established a reputation as
a natural linguist and a gifted artist. In fact the only school
subject at which he never excelled was maths which eluded
him all his life.

We stayed evacuated in Torquay throughout the War,
by which time we had reached the classical Sixth under
Mr. Rodgers who was our guide and mentor. Our other
close friend was Ian Walker, the athlete who became an
international long jumper. He also was a classicist and

during our sixth-form years we had the privilege, through
Ian’s sister’s business connection, to have frequent use of a
box in the Albert Hall to listen to great orchestral music.
All three of us gained entry to Oxbridge which was
something of a rarity for three Bermondsey boys, so much
so that the Borough council recorded this achievement at
one of its meetings and notified the local press. Charles
obtained a special mention for two reasons, namely he was
born in Barham buildings which had a very poor reputation
at the time (they are in a turning off Tooley Street); and, in
spite of that humble beginning, he won a major scholarship
in classics to Clare College, Cambridge.

All three of us left school in 1947 and were conscripted
into the army. Charles was posted to what was Italian
Somaliland and by the time of his demob he had reached
the rank of captain. Afterwards at Cambridge he obtained
a First in the first tripos and then changed to psychology
where the maths part of the syllabus did not suit him.
Thereafter, Charles largely lived abroad. He married three
times and produced five children. He never seemed to
generate much enthusiasm for his career, but instead made

the most of his years in France and Italy where he became
fluent in the local languages. My wife and I always greatly
enjoyed staying with him in the various parts of France
and Italy where he happened to be living. My regret is
that, living so far away, I did not see more of him in later
years although he never forgot his beginnings as he showed
when he celebrated his eightieth birthday at a lunch with
his extended family plus my wife and me in a restaurant
close to Tower Bridge near the old school building.

John HOLLAND (1941- ) died in hospital on 28th June
2019 – his wife, Pamela, wrote to tell us the sad news.

Ronald ROBINSON (1941-47) died in July 2018. His
wife phoned with this sad news six months later in January
2019.

Charles STUART (1939-41 and 44-46)
Trains, planes and marathons

We only heard details of Charles’s death twenty-six years
ago recently, but thought that his extraordinary life should
be recorded for Olavian posterity. His daughter, Shay
Knowles, has written the following tribute:

Charles Stuart was born in London to Scottish parents
in 1928. After his death in 1993 he was described in an
obituary notice published in The Times as “a skilled and
ardent upholder of British air transport throughout the
past 25 years” who “made important contributions to the
management and efficiency of a wide range of British air
services” and in the Daily Telegraph as “a driving force in
the competitive world of Britain’s regional airlines” with
“charismatic leadership”.

He was evacuated toTorquay with St Olave’s and remained
fond of Torquay all his life. The family spent a couple of
years in Harrogate, but he was delighted to return to St
Olave’s Sixth Form near Tower Bridge at the end of the
war. He was a Chelsea fan and loved playing football.

After military service he attended the London School of
Economics, then a stimulating left-wing establishment,
gaining a BSc in Economics. He represented the LSE at
football, and edited the LSE newspaper. He substituted
for a female delegate on an NUS trip to Exeter University,
and when he arrived at the women’s hall, the warden called
to a nearby student, “What are we to do with this young
man?” The student in question was Anne; they married in
1951 and had three children.

He was with British Rail from 1951 to 1969, starting as a
traffic apprentice, ending in the central planning unit for
the British Rail Board. As research assistant at the British
Transport Staff College at Woking he met airline staff and
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this led to his next career.

Charles began at a subsidiary of British European Airways.
BEA and BOAC merged in 1972 forming British
Airways, where he eventually became Head of Planning
and Pricing with a seat on the Board. He contributed
to setting up the Shuttle service (turn up and take off ),
reorganising BA, planning for setbacks (oil crises, wing
cracks in Tridents) and reshaping IATA (International Air
Transport Association). Life was unpredictable. He was
on the board of Cyprus Airways and was on the last plane
out of Cyprus when the Turkish army invaded in 1974.
In 1975 a BA flight from Manchester to Heathrow was
hijacked. The passengers were allowed off at Heathrow as
the hijacker believed the plane would fly to Paris. It landed
at Stansted, where Charles and several others waited with
a ransom. Unable to use it, they searched in their pockets
for change to buy snacks. He and other directors attended
the funerals of people who died in the Zagreb air crash in
1976. On impulse he bought a ticket for the first Laker
Skytrain in 1977 just before it took off, so he was closeted
with the press for the entire flight.

At British Airways, he got the chance to attend a John
Ridgway outward bound course. The first morning he
had to choose a walk or run before breakfast. He chose
the run. At first he couldn’t run a hundred yards, but
eventually ran one marathon a month for a year around
the world, completing all but one of them (he got blisters
in Bermuda). When the London Marathon was initiated
by Chris Brasher in 1981, Charles competed, and he was
instrumental in providing flight tickets for elite athletes,
thus raising the profile of the race.

In 1983, he bought a farm in Devon, and retired. However
he was soon in demand, becoming chairman and chief
executive of BrymonAirways in Plymouth. He reorganised
and refinanced the company and rebuilt the airport. He
was involved in setting up London City Airport (Brymon
had the short take-off and landing - STOL - planes the
location demanded). He was awarded the Freedom of the
City of London in 1988 in recognition of this. In 1989 he
delivered the Brancker Memorial lecture at the Chartered
Institute of Transport. In 1990, Brymon won the award
for the world’s best regional airline from the American-
based magazine ‘International Air Transport World’.

In 1990 he left Brymon and was appointed Head of South
West Regional Health Authority for two years. He was
prepared to tackle difficult issues; he felt that, if airline
bookings could be flexible and suited to customers, so
could hospital appointments. He was involved in other
local services; he was Chairman of Plymouth City Airport,
Director of South-West Water, Governor of Plymouth
University and Governor of East Devon College.

At the time of his death – aged 64 - he was full of plans to
introduce a new airline, Air Bristol. He enjoyed reading,
and occasionally wrote book reviews for the Western
Morning News. He died in bed with a Morse book
(finished, we think) at his bedside.
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